Hi, my name is Kjeld Jensen. I was born on 22 April
1949 In Denmark. For the past 8 years I moved to
Romania, because I wished to follow my passion for
Agriculture. Here I found the best environment that
enabled me to challenge my knowledge and
experience.
My main expertise is in Farming Management with
abilities on creating cropping and harvesting plans
and strategies, in dealing with nature challenging,
using modern machinery and, not last, building
good professional relationships with employees.
I also gain experience in good acquisitions by
applying optimal negotiation technics. I
embarrassed Romanian culture and I successfully combined it with my Danish characteristics
for good time management, efficiency and fairness.
At my last job I worked as Farm Manager in Amaru Trade, a Danish owned company from Agri
Consortium Invest group. We built in Amaru site a modern facility for farming with complex
machinery. I worked here since February 2011.
My main duty was to manage a land of 2900 ha. A big part of the land, have not been cultivated
for many years. We faced many challenges as we needed to deal with land acquisition, swap and
compaction. We also had to find the best strategies for growing profitable crops of wheat, rape,
corn, Lucerne and sunflower. I was actively involved in APIA documentation, as well.
I can proudly say that we succeeded to establish a well organized and competitive team of 15
employees tractor drivers and mechanics and also have very good result in crops, Wheat 6,0
T/ha and Rape 4 T/ha. But ofcause the yeld vill be much better in the futur, new cultivatet land
need 4-5 year beefore it give a good yeld and also problem with drenage have to be solved.
In Amaru we are working with Fendt tractor, Claas Combine and Horsch machinery and based
my work here I managed to learn and gain new technical abilities.
Prior Amaru Trade, I worked for 5 years in a Danish Farm in Latvia, where I acted as Agriculture
Consultant for management of crops of wheat, rape and barely. The farm had 10 employees,
worked 3000 ha of land and used modern machinery Case tractor, Claas Combine and Horsch
machiner.
I have education in Agriculture at a medium level, but I gain 38 years of practical experience in
countries like: Denmark, Slovakia, Latvia and Romania for the last 8 years. During this period, I
had to opportunity to learn to work with different culture, different people which in the end gave
the advantage to become very flexible person and able to adapt myself to almost any working
environment.
In Amaru Trade I had the opportunity to be involved in building up the farm and putting in
place a well-organized and competitive organization. This also include the fact that I am familiar
in working with Excel and Word.
I would also wish to mention that I am fluent in Danish and English and I am gaining more and
more Romanian skills. I also, own Driving license, for B category

If I would describe myself I would say that I am a hard-working person. I like to be active and
pro-active and to challenge myself in learning new things regardless the many years of
accumulated experience. Try always to stay up date in my education, take part in course about
the last news
In the years spent in Romania I am glad to say that I found here good people, good environment
for me to develop myself, so I decided to move my house and family here. We are living in a
small village, 100 km east for capital Bucharest. And, because, I am an energetic person, I must
find now a new project to pursuit and to keep my passion for agriculture alive.
I am willing to work as Agriculture consultant if needed and share my expertise.
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